
Tips for Clinic 
 

1. Chart review ahead of time if possible. You can pre-chart on a future encounter 
and start a note if you want. (*If you do start the note ahead of time, make sure to 
refresh the note when you see the patient so it gets updated with the vitals etc) 
- Look at the chief complaint (sometimes written in the appointment notes, or 

in the referrals, or can look at the PCP’s note or whoever’s referring) 
- See if any relevant neurologic work up has been done – neuroimaging, EEG, 

EMG, encephalopathy labs 
- See if the patient has ever been seen by neurology  

o chart review tab -> Encounters -> click the neurology filter to see any 
prior appointments with neurology 

 
o chart review tab -> notes -> click the neurology filter to see if any notes 

have been written by neuro (ie seen as a consult while inpatient, 
admitted under neuro, clinic notes will be here too) 

 
 



2. Few things you need to do for the encounter (this can be done before or after 
the visit) 
- Rooming tab -> Visit information -> fill out reason for visit (usually will say 

“appointment” or “none” but pick whatever they’re coming in for like 
“headache” or “foot pain”) 

 
 

- Mark as reviewed the patient’s medical hx, surgical hx, fam hx, allergies, meds, 
social hx. The easiest way to do this is to click on “start review” on the bottom 
of the blue panel on the left and then when the window below pops up, update 
relevant sections and click “mark as reviewed.”  

 
 
 
 
 



3. After you see the patient and staff with the attending: 
- Order labs, imaging or workup you discussed if applicable (+ ADD ORDER 

button is on the bottom left) 
- Click the Wrap Up tab: 

o Fill out patient instructions (eg, what medications you’re prescribing and 
why, instructions for what to do next, what we think the diagnosis is) 

o Fill out the Follow-Up section: select when you want the pt to come back 
and in additional details you can write more details like “follow up with 
Dr. Yoon in 6 weeks on a Monday” If you want a specific attending to see 
the patient with you next time, select that specific day. Like if it’s a 
stroke patient and you staff with Dr. Coleman on Fridays, specify for 
Friday. 

 
- Patients check out and receive the AVS with the instructions you typed out, 

and they make the follow up appointment before they leave 
 

4. After you’re done with the note and all of the above, go back to the Wrap up tab -
> scroll down to “Send Chart Upon Closing Workspace” and choose the 
attending you staffed with, then click “Send Now” 

 


